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Letter from the President
Welcome back to school,
We all need to take good care
ABEABC Members
of ourselves so that we can
and Groundwork Readership! be the best educators we can
be. Come recharge your
I hope your 2017 - 2018
batteries and learn how to
school year is off to an
keep them topped up!
excellent start!
What wonderful news that
the new provincial
government has reinstated
funding to ALL students
seeking high school academic
courses! Fees be gone! In the
last few years, typical fees for
high school graduates from
any country had gone up to
$550 and up. Now those
tuition fees have been
eliminated. Rejoice!

Do you know an adult
educator who would enjoy
our conference? We're
expanding our e-mail list!
ABEABC Members! Send in
your e-mail contact lists
ASAP to:
abeabcnews@gmail.com

There are many ways you can
be involved in the ABEABC:
write an article for
Groundwork, or be a member
All of us at the ABEABC are of our board! Most urgently
looking forward to another
we need someone to casually
cozy conference at Harrison update our website (typically
Hot Springs this coming
2 updates per year after the
spring. Features will include AGM) and check our e-mails
two keynote speakers, adult from time to time. Please let
education-focused
us know if you're interested
workshops, and, once again by contacting: e-mail:
relaxing in the mineral
abeabcnews@gmail.com
pools. The theme of the
Have a great fall. Savour the
ABEABC Conference April
dawn of a new season!
26 & 27, 2018 is Reflections in
Happy teaching!
Practice & Well Being.

Angie

Editor’s Letter
Welcome to the Spring 2017
issue of Groundwork.
We strive to make Groundwork
your go-to resource for your
ongoing professional
development in the field of adult
basic education.
Articles topics in this issue
include everything from
supporting adult learning
transitions and a collective
summary from the ABEABC
membership entitled “Why I
Teach” to how living with
violence affects learning.
More topics to benefit your work
in the classroom include
incorporating low stakes writing
assignments, graduation planning
that works, and the skills that
best predict student success.
We also have in this issue tips on
staying active at work as well as
information on living an
intentionally balanced life.
We have a sneak peek at our
2018 conference lineup as it is
developing and an opportunity
for you to still join as a presenter.
In our shared resources, there are
links to free books, scholarships,
life balance consultation, and
counselling resources. If any of
these topics are ones you’d like to
see covered further or if another
topic’s absence makes you want
more information on it, please
feel free to drop me at line at
michelle.vandepol@ufv.ca .

Michelle

Angie Lof, ABEABC president

Michelle Vandepol, Editor
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WHOLE PERSON LEARNING

Supporting Adult Learners:
Defining Key Elements in the Transition Process
Jane Etherington
Adult Basic Education serves as a
bridge for many people looking to
secure a future for themselves and
their families. It provides a
connection to something on the
other side – independence,
volunteerism, post-secondary
education, apprenticeship, a future
career or a second career.
Learners who choose to travel this
bridge are, in effect, engaging in
cross-cultural transition:
navigating to the world of the
adult learner. The events which
shape this transition vary from
person to person. In supporting
adult learners through this process
it is useful to define these life
events and to consider their
impact.

events themselves. And these
meanings are relative to, and rely
on the perception of, the
individual experiencing them.
In general, events that are
anticipated will more often garner
expectations of gains.
Unanticipated events, will lead to
perceptions of loss. Non-events –
events that never take place –
may lead to even stronger feelings
of loss. Older mature students
who have been away from an
academic setting for a longer
period of time may struggle more
with the transition process than
individuals who are returning to
school after a brief absence.

Older mature students may have
a long history of unanticipated or
The transition model developed
non-events: not graduating from
by Schlossberg and presented by school; not finding sustainable
Goodman, Schlossberg, and
employment; not having family
Anderson (2006) has been
stability; not having a career; not
referenced by many researchers
having a support network.
of cross-cultural transition and is Cumulative non-events can
useful when looking at the
cement feelings of despair,
experiences of mature students.
helplessness, powerlessness and
Central to this theory is the notion inability to cope. Supporting
that life events resulting in a gain adults with these types of
or a loss to one’s relationships,
histories requires an
routines, views or roles can be
understanding of the impact,
anticipated, unanticipated, or
context and relativity of the
never occurring. Individuals
unanticipated/non-event to the
derive meaning more from the
individual and the perceived
timing of events than from the
losses that the student
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consequently experiences. This
type of pre-instruction preparation
can lay a solid foundation for the
journey to follow.
While the needs of each student
are different, the ABE instructor
can support all students using
similar tools. The ultimate goal is
for each student to experience
success and an outcome that they
perceive as positive. These tools
can be used to reflect on life
non-events, such as not getting an
interview for a job, or on
academic non-events, such as not
passing a test.
Unanticipated Event/Non-Event
Chart: Cr eate a self-reflection
chart with three columns. In the
first column, the student details
the unanticipated/ non-event(s)
that has meaning for him/her; in
the second column, how this
non-event has impacted his/her
life in tangible ways; in the third
column, describe consequent
losses or gains. The exercise of
illustrating in words will validate
the experience for the student and
can help to provide clarity and
give direction. (see table 1 for
example)
Continued on page 17

2018 CONFERENCE

Workshops to Look Forward to:
A Sneak Peek at the 2018 Conference Line-up
Exciting news!
Keynote announcement for the
2018 conference.

rates of alternate school students
to post-secondary. We have been
fortunate to have Margaret write
for Groundwork on the same topic
in the past and this will also us to
catch up on her findings in a more
in-depth way and to inform our
practice with students whether as
sending or receiving institutions.

Tiffany Shepherd of the
University of the Fraser Valley
Psychology department will be
speaking in her area of specialty
— insomnia and other sleep
problems—presenting common
As a further development to last
trends, reasons and solutions for
sleep problems as well as touching year’s Indigenizing classroom tool
— the spider web, presenter
on other wellbeing topics.
Sheryl Newton will be leading a
Her presentation, well informed by hands on workshop on how to
her research on insomnia, is both create your own.
intellectually stimulating and
This workshop demonstrates both
readily practically applicable.
the varied approaches possible to
We look forward to hearing more creating your own and gives you
about her work and how it can
the tools to both use the web in
inform the ABE educator’s
your classroom as well as lead a
practice: taking care of self in
group in creating one for your own
order to be an even more effective resource.
educator.
In the area of community literacy
In other conference news...
non profit leadership, Read Right
executive director Jodi McBride
Returning presenter Peter Bailey
will be presenting on life/balance. will be presenting on the latest in
best practices.
In a field that demands so much of
Covering community and
our professional and personal
engagement and heart, it is good to education, Laura Watson will be
talking to conference attendees
pause and take stock whether
about Transitioning At-Risk and
things in our lives as people and
Marginalized students.
professionals are at their peak
balance.
Examining the Implications of
Memory in Literature is another
Alternate school administrator
topic that touches of reflection,
Margaret Smiley will be sharing
her phD research on the transition well being, and education.
Presenter Belinda Karsten will
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speak to this—her area of
research.
We also have workshops in the
works in the areas of trades,
sciences, curriculum design, plain
language and design, online course
platforms and portfolio design as
well as synchronous and
asynchronous course reflections.
If you would like to present a 90
minute workshop at the 2018
Conference, email to ask for a
proposal worksheet.
You can also format your own if
you prefer. Please specify:


Your name and title



Intended audience



Technical requirements



Workshop subject



Workshop title



Where it has been previously
presented, if at all



Presenter bio



Workshop summary

For more information email
julia.dodge@ufv.ca or
michelle.vandepol@ufv.ca
We look forward to another
wonderful conference with you.

INSPIRATION

Why I Teach
To empower my students.

like they belong there.

To inspire them.

I want to pass on to defeated,
struggling, or marginalized
learners the truth that they have
the capacity to not only learn, but
excel.

To provide them with the English
skills to be successful in their
programs, careers, and life.
To help them develop life skills
and study skills needed to be
successful in life.
To help them increase their
self-esteem.

I love seeing people succeed.
To provide specific skills for
students’ work lives.
To meet fascinating individuals
with amazing life experiences.

constrained mind, from a small
world, from a provincial life view.
Teaching is an ongoing means of
personal growth.
I learn what I want to learn and
include it into teaching.

I teach to help others who want to
grow out of where they are.
Each day is a new day—different
from the day before.

I love English and I love Math and
To ingrain the notion of capability I love knowing that whatever I
To help them reach their goals
in students unused to academic
want to do, I have the skills to do
whether to graduate or complete
it or to learn it. I enjoy sharing to
pre-requisites for another program. pursuits.
enable others to be able to do the
I was deemed a slow learner in
To instill or encourage a love of
grade 4, a label that became well same and seeing the lightbulbs go
learning.
off one at a time.
affixed on my conscience.
To challenge myself.
Thankfully, later I had
To improve students’ lives and
magnificent
teachers
in
grades
6,
helping students achieve their
To help others.
11, and especially 12 who
goals.
To learn and grow.
managed to convince me that
We like to see people succeed.
learning stigmas need not be
To help others to develop from
We enjoy the subject matter.
permanent.
where they are – to help them
learn what matters to them.
We enjoy helping people as
To see people reach their goals.
individuals.
I am passionate about it.
It’s all about the “aha” moments
I think I am good at it.
and empowering people. It’s also We like to share the joy of
about meeting and learning from reading.
I make a difference in many
new people regularly.
We like to share our passion for
people’s lives.
To transform lives.

Education is a form of escape for
I help many people get into
post-secondary and help them feel those looking for an escape hatch
from a constrained life, from a
6

the subject.
Continued on page 16

EDUCATORS SHARE RESOURCES & OPPORTUNITIES

Get free books to
distribute to the
families in need you
serve at
www.firstbookcanada.org

For Instructors of
Fundamental Level Math
K7Math is a large database rich in math
resources.
The resources are linked to the content of
each Provincial Curriculum.
Is there a trial period?

Free placement test practice
Accuplacerpractice.collegeboard.org

Teachers can open a no obligation 50 DAY
FREE TRIAL.
Go to www.k7math.com and click the Free
Trial menu.
What will I find?

BC Government & Service Employees Union (BCGEU) scholarship
www.bcgeu.ca
scholarship@bcgeu.ca
Free Life Balance Consultation (details—article pg 14)
Michelle Richardson, Author, Master Masteries Coach
(IAC)
Profit, Passion and Leadership Specialist,
Speaker | Business, Individual, Team
Email: michelle@momentumworks.com |
Phone (Vancouver): 604.630.3073
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/
MichelleRichardson.ca | Twitter: mrichardsonca

Free counselling resource

First Nations and Inuit
Hope for Wellness Help
Line at 1-855-242-3310

Multimedia resources to support
PLANNING - TEACHING - ASSESSING.
For more, visit the website and click our
'Gallery' and 'Resources' menus.
What is the Cost?
*Each Teacher Subscription is just $20
FOR 12 MONTHS.
For more, visit the website and click our
'Pricing' menu.
What Do Teachers Say?
Teachers using K7Math have provided a
lot of healthy feedback!
For more, visit the website and click our
'Teacher Feedback' button.
Where Do I Go for Support?
Email peter@k7math.com for all support.
We are always prompt in responding.

Send us your favorite online resource by emailing the
editor (information on page 3)

A Health Canada initiative
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IN THE CLASSROOM

It’s the Little Things That Count:
Using Low-Stakes Assignments to Enhance Critical Thinking and
Improve Student Performance on Formal Assignments
Dana Landry & Nadeane Trowse
What is low stakes writing?


Writing (often brief) that is
designed to foster learning

Integrating Writing, Critical
Thinking, and Active Learning in
the Classroom, encourages the use
of this technique.

Writing that is “in the
moment” and is not meant to This kind of writing helps students
explore ideas, encourages
be read as polished
risk-taking and promotes critical

Writing that is a reponse/
thinking. It can be used to
encourages responsiveness
summarize lecture points, explore
out-of-the-box solutions to

Writing that is a building
problems, personalize topics
block for further thinking
discussed in class, and a wide range

Writing that captures the
of other possibilities. These
thoughts that the instructor is assignments are generally brief;
trying to generate. “Ideas we some of them can be marked by
don’t know we have, have
other students in the class; many of
us” and is a way of making
them can be completed online. All
sure students “have” the ideas of the low-stakes assignments can

Writing that offers rehearsal increase student engagement with
space for idea manipulation the course material, and many of
them can be used to pose problems
that can encourage students to read
Low stakes writing is not new,
source material and participate
but might be worth a further
more fully in class discussions.
look as we think about enhancing
What is the point of low stakes
student engagement in our
writing?
courses.
A) Improve the quality of
Peter Elbow is credited with
writing students turn in at the
popularizing low stakes writing as
end of the term. Save time
a support for high stakes writing.
grading that stack of papers.
Many others have followed,
B) Improve quality of learning,
supporting a writing to learn
reading as well as writing
practice. John Bean, for example,
in his popular book Engaging
C) Clarify individual student
Ideas: The Professor’s Guide to
thinking (learning through
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writing) or identify for
instructor areas of student
understanding that need
further work.
D)

Improve course evaluations

Kinds of low stakes writing:


Free writing/quick writing
task at the start of class
(getting everyone on the
same page)



Collaborative task: make a
brief collective statement
about an issue in lecture/
presentation/film



Respond briefly to item on
paper before item is
discussed widely in class



Define a key term/concept in
course in 1 minute; explain it
to an imaginary Martian



Develop a question about the
key idea in readings for that
class.

But I don’t think it will help me.


Low stakes writing might be
ok if I had a TA to do the
marking, but I have NO spare
time.



Low stakes writing is
depressing to read: I tried it
Continued on page 12

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Notes on Too Scared to Learn: Women, Violence, and Education
(2000) by Jenny Horsman
Lynn Horvat
The following notes are based on
my reading of Too Scared to
Learn: Women, Violence, and
Education (2000) by Jenny
Horsman (pp. 352).
This reading was a valuable
opportunity to reflect on
Horsman’s extremely thorough
research and discussion about a
violent society, the myth of
seeking normalcy in a violent
society, and the implications for
literacy programming for women,
women’s learning in particular,
and the instructor role – or position
– in bridging literacy and therapy.
Horsman unpacks complicated
tensions that exist in literacy work
and provides language for
communicating about them. My
notes on these tensions include:
Violence as “normal” – Horsman
repeatedly makes the point that
violence in society is normal.
Horsman argues violence is
pervasive, in that it functions to
preserve power imbalances; and
women and children are socialized
to accept powerlessness.
“Medicalizing” trauma versus
exploring the impacts of trauma
– Horsman rejects the process that
is at work in “medicalizing”
trauma because it frames the
literacy learner within a deficit
model instead of exploring the
impacts of trauma. In the deficit

model, the learner needs to heal,
“get better”, change and improve
literacy, health, and/or poverty in
order to come up to a “normal”
standard. Horsman underscores
this tension – in an inherently
violent society, there is no
returning a person to “normal”.

“staggering and horrifying range
of violence within society.” (p. 28)
Medicalizing focuses on the
victim and the suffering instead of
what needs to change in society.

Disappearance is about a r efusal
to admit. While it is an everyday
occurrence, silence makes violence
To remedy this tension, Horsman seemingly uncommon. In this way,
offers an alternative way of
silence around violence contributes
looking at it: The problem is not
to denial; “...violence is both
the individual’s, but it is the
hidden and well known and
individual’s interaction with
repeatedly revealed and
society. The healing cannot be
obscured“(p. 29). Horsman lends
separated from the social and
new meaning to the phrase
political context. The deficit model
unspeakable violence.
does not address the elements of
Disclosure in the classroom –
society that contribute to lack of
Horsman points out that there are
education or learning-success. It
also tensions around silence in the
doesn’t value other forms of
learning. It doesn’t make the most classroom. In the classroom there
is the need to balance the danger of
of what people already know.
“Looking at the impact of violence silencing stories of violence with
too much disclosure. There is the
gives us someplace else to go
need to set clear limits. There is
besides frustration. It provides a
the need to make resources known
more complete explanation for a
learner’s difficulties with learning, to students (e.g., counseling,
community organizations - if any).
offering more to think about and
All this adds another layer to
observe” (p. 21).
instructor responsibility.
Violence is both hidden and well
known – In the interplay between Therapeutic discourse names
classroom behaviours but should
violence and silence Horsman
not be used to label learners –
describes three ways society
diminishes attention on violence: Horsman draws on therapeutic
discourse to name behaviours that
Mythologizing r educes the
influence classroom learning. Still,
violent experience to a predictable
Continued on page 18
narrative and negates the
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CHART 1— see accompanying article page 17

Making the Most of Your Community Engagement Hours
Michelle Rickaby
Community engagement makes a
difference both to the community
and to program recruitment. But
what is the most efficient approach
to take so we don’t spend
unproductive hours outside the
office when we are needed in it?
Groundwork interviewed Michelle
Rickaby to see how she does it so
well.
Q: What would you consider the
most efficient way to make the
most of your community
engagement hours?

To network in the community I find
the most efficient way to connect is
to attend meetings and join working
groups or boards. To share your
information it may take time for the
group to understand what you offer
and you may have new information
to share at meetings. Once you are
seen as a regular at meetings you
may be invited to speak to groups
or represent your organization at a
trade show. Being seen in the community and being available when
approached is very valuable.
10

Q: How does community
engagement make a difference in
your role?
Being connected in the community
helps bring the people who need
your services into your organization. Building a good reputation is
vital for trust and reliability. It
takes time for a community service
provider to know that when they
refer a client to you they will feel
comfortable and find answers to
their questions. We don’t have all
the answers but being connected in

the community we are able to
refer to an organization or
service that best fits their needs.
Together we can take collective
action to help find solutions.
This type of referral and trust is
what my job is built on.
Community engagement
strengthens the services and
supports I can offer to clients.

Q: What is your philosophy
on community engagement?
Knowing what is available in
the community and building
trust between agencies. It’s all
about helping people and
finding the correct resources
that they can access.
Collaboration between service
providers is so important. Each
organization offers different
services and knowing when and
where to refer the client is in
their best interest. I feel we all
need to work together and share
what we know to help others
better.
Q: What tips do you have for
the time crunched with
respect to community
engagement?

Q: Anything else you would
like Groundwork readers to
know?
It is very rewarding when you
meet someone that tells you
what you did for them had a
positive impact in their life!
Making a change in one’s life
can seem complicated and
daunting and if we can break it
down, start with small steps,
and help connect people to
resources to help them be
successful, then it’s been a good
day.
_________________________
Michelle Rickaby is an
Instructional Assistant in an
Upgrading and University
Preparation department in a
Post– Secondary Institution in
British Columbia.
_________________________

KEYS to COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT THAT
WORKS:
Trust.
Reciprocal Referrals.

When you are not able to make
the time to attend community
meeting ask someone to share
your organization’s information
on your behalf. If you have
handout send them ahead to the
meeting. You can ask the
facilitator to read a statement
about your upcoming events or
activities to the group in your
absence. Suggest they contact
you for more information.

Putting Students First.
Assuming Goodwill.
Bridge Building.
Passing on Good Things.
Active Partnerships.

Resource Sharing.
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CLASSROOM RESOURCES

WAYS TO MAKE AN
IMPACT BEYOND THE
CLASSROOM BY
EMBEDDING LIFE
LITERACY SKILLS INTO
ASSIGNMENTS:
Learning about credible
sources and online resources is
a good time to talk about the
differences between message
forums, Wikipedia, and
government websites.
Research or Persuasive Essays
are an opportunity for
students to research why they
believe what they believe,
backing up their opinions with
facts.
Trying something new on the
computer is a good time to
explore sharing what you’ve
learned or know with others in
a presentation format
(Powerpoint or Prezi)
Making an Educational/Career
Plan as part of a Portfolio has
good benefits both for
classwork and life applications.
Interviewing one another and
Introducing One Another is
good for building both
community and
communication skills.

SKILLS FOR STUDENTS

LOW STAKES WRITING—
Build new information on the
Continued from page 8
knowledge that was
____________________________
demonstrated or absent in the
low stakes.
Examples of resistance to low
stakes writing:
Why to require lots of writing
even when much is low stakes

and student make tons of
and ungraded:
spelling and grammar errors.
They should not be given

In Outliers, Malcom
such an opportunity to
Gladwell claims that it takes
embarrass themselves or rub
roughly ten thousand hours
my nose in it. It may “cause
of practice to achieve
students to develop sloppy,
mastery in a field.
unprofessional habits.”

From an interview with a

Low stakes writing
Chemistry instructor by
encourages students to think
Wendy Strachan in Writingthey understand something
Intensive: Becoming Wwhen they do not.
Faculty in a New Writing

Low stakes writing is a waste
Curriculum “Lee said that
of our previous class time.
she learned how to write in
We already struggle to get
chemistry by ‘using writing
everything done in 13 weeks.
in the process of learning, so

Low stakes writing might be
when I was studying, I was
ok in a writing course, but I
constantly writing; I could
teach content. Math/physics/
organize my ideas better or
glaciology/sociology is just
things I wanted to remember
not the right place for low
by writing things
stakes writing, when students
down.’” (142).
have such struggles grasping
the concepts and need in
Some Useful Sources
class help.
Angelo, T.A. and P.K. Cross.
Classroom Assessment Techniques
What not worry about:
(2nd Ed). San Francisco: Jossey“Marking”
Bass,. 1993. Print.

Read student work for gist;
acknowledge the purpose of Bean, John. Engaging Ideas: The
the writing to the class
Professor’s Guide to Integrating

Comment rarely; don’t focus Writing, Critical Thinking, and Acon “surface features”
tive Learning in the Classroom.

Have students read each
(2nd Ed). San Francisco: Josseyothers’ low stakes writing
Bass, 2011. Print.
especially for identifying
particular feature/ideas
Davis, B.G. Tools for Teaching.

Give brief overview to the
San Francisco: Jossey-Bass. 1993.
whole class of what you
Print.
discovered reading the low
Emig, Janet. “Writing as a Mode of
stakes writing from last class. Learning.” The Web of Meaning:
12

Essays on Writing, Teaching,
Learning and Thinking. Ed Dixie
Goswami and Maureen Butler.
Montclair: Boynton/Cook. Print.
Haswell, Richard H. “Teaching of
Writing in Higher Education.” In
Handbook of Research on Writing:
History, Society, School, Individual, Text. Ed Charles Bazerman.
New York: Lawrence
Herteis, E.M. and W.A. Wright.
Eds. Learning Through W riting: A
Compendium of Assignments and
Techniques. Halifax: Office of
Instructional Development and
Learning. 1992. Print.
Luke, Allan. “After the Testing:
Talking and Reading and Writing
the World”. Journal of A dolescent
& Adult Literacy. 56.1 (2012): 813. Web.
Oates, Laurel Currie. “Beyond
Communication: Writing as a
Means of Learning,” Journal of the
Legal Writing Institute 6:1 (2000).
Web.
Sorcinelli, M.D. and P. Elbow,
Eds. W riting to Learn: Strategies
for Assigning and Responding to
Writing Across the Disciplines.
San Francisco: Jossey-Bass Inc.
1997. Print.
Strachan, Wendy. WritingIntensive: Becoming W-Faculty in
a New Writing Curriculum. Logan,
Utah: Utah State University Press.
____________________________
Reprinted with permission from the work
of Dana Landry & Nadeane Trowse on
low stakes writing workshops with
post-secondary educators in BC.

THE WORKDAY

Ways to Bring in Activity at Work Take advantage of nearby gym
space.
Walk to or from work, carpooling
the other direction if it’s a bit of a Ask a friend to meet you right after
hike.
work for a physical activity.
Stretch at your desk.

Ask a colleague to meet you for a
walking meeting.
Suggest physical activity when
asked for PD day ideas.
Follow a 5 minute exercise video
on youtube if you have a private
office space.

Set the timer on your phone to
remind you to get up every hour
and move a bit.

Invest in a fitness tracker so you
can see how many steps you really
Hand deliver that parcel to another get.
department instead of waiting for
the interoffice courier.
Look into your employee benefits.
You may be entitled to personal
Refill your water bottle regularly. health and fitness training you are
It will ensure you will be getting
not taking advantage of.
up to use the washroom at regular
intervals.
Chip in with your co-workers to
pay for an exercise instructor to
Post “sitting is the new smoking” come in at lunch time. (or maybe
in your office to remind yourself to someone in the office already
get up and move around.
teaches Zumba — recruit them)

Graduation Planning That Works
When students first arrive in the
Avoid making any predictions
office, they still hold the structures about how long it will take to
of the last held program with them. complete as each student’s
approach to their coursework is
Now is not the time for an
different. As students adjust to
overwhelm of new information.
homework load and progress,
Instead, show them how your
schedule a new appointment with
program works, how to get started, them half way through the term
and what the path could look like. and set goals for next semester and
13

remind them where they want to
go. The accountability of seeing
the next steps and what it takes to
get there and the chance to catch
up if some of the homework is
behind is good for everyone. This
avoids either erring on the side of
overwhelm or being caught off
guard by expectations.

LIFE COACH

A Life You Love:
Taking Time Out to Work
and Live Intentionally
Michelle Richardson
I hope you’ve had an amazing
summer and you’re easing back
into life! If you’re like me, it’s
back to school and back to my
routine.

In 2004 my husband and I
purchased a business and, through
the school of hard knocks, doubled
revenues, improved
profitability, and grew it from 4-7
I had a full, fun summer of family employees before selling it in
2008. As with most entrepreneurs,
time, travel, and blue sky
thinking. I love stepping back from the idea of doing our own thing,
controlling our destiny, and having
my business to focus on personal
more freedom was very appealing
pursuits, relax and reflect. As a
result of my reflection and blue sky to us.
thinking, I have some exciting
The reality, however, was quite
news that I am eager to share with different. My coaching business got
less and less of my time as we
you!
worked like crazy, struggling to
Before I do, I want to provide
keep up with the demands of the
context by sharing a bit about
business and find the right people
myself and why I do what I do. I
to handle things in our business
appreciate you taking a few
when we weren’t there. We quickly
minutes to read this through.
realized the importance of figuring
You may or may not know that I
out how to have a successful
have a history of being a “Type A” business while enjoying a great life
personality: working hard and
outside of it, and were determined
charging to the ‘top’. I am also a
to do so.
recovering people-pleaser and ‘yes’
By 2005 we were expecting a child,
person. I have reaped significant
which created more urgency around
rewards and paid some heavy
our figuring this business and life
prices as a result of these
tendencies. I have enjoyed a great balance thing out. We didn’t want
to miss out on our child’s life or
deal of success in my life, and
have our child raised by someone
experienced what might be
else. Through trial and error (at
considered some colossal failures
times costly error), we designed our
(had they not proven to be such
business in a way that allowed us
fabulous learning opportunities).
more freedom to enjoy life without
In 2001 I realized a long-held
sacrificing the success of our
dream of owning my own business business. In the process, we
and started my coaching practice.
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realized that the business was not
our passion, so we sold it and
pursued paths that were aligned
with our passions. This led me to
back to focusing on my coaching
business and structuring it in a way
that enabled me to continue to be
the primary caregiver for our
almost 2 year old daughter.
I know how difficult it can be to
break free from your business and
recognize patterns that lead to your
business consuming your life. Even
if you sense that it’s an issue, it can
be challenging to identify and make
the changes necessary. At the
expense of ourselves, our families,
our health, our relationships, and
more, our business dominates our
life. This is what led to my
epiphany and why I relentlessly
pursued my quest to have it all: a
successful business and a great life
outside of it.
Through my journey, I learned (and
continue to learn) a lot: about
myself, about what success looks
like for me, about people, business,
overcoming challenges, and how I
get in my own way sometimes. I’ve
come to know that creating a
balanced life is not only desirable,
it is imperative for my health,
well-being, and relationships. I also
know that it IS possible. I have
designed my business and life in a

way that is ideal for me and I’ve
helped many others do the same
thing.
My mission is to help as many
business owners as possible ‘have
it all’ by their definition and on
their terms, without the costly trial
and error it took for me to get
there. I love the energy,
creativity, and ‘can do’ attitude of
entrepreneurs. I love helping them
channel their amazing energy to
create an ideal balance between
their successful business and their
personal life.

Invitation: How to
have it all strategy
session (free)
I have set aside a limited number
of times aside especially for these
F-R-E-E sessions. You’ll find the
available times here: https://
michellerichardson.ca/v3/calendar
Please contact me for other
options if these times are not
workable for you. (p.7)

The first thing I’d love to know is:
During our session, you will:
Does my mission speak to
you? Are you fed up with your
1. Create a sense of clarity
‘all work, no play’ life? Do you
about what ‘having it all’
want to have a successful business
means to you
AND an enjoyable personal life at
2. Discover the essential
the same time? If so, schedule a
building blocks for having
complimentary “How To Have It
the business AND life of
All Strategy Session” with me.
your dreams
(More details are included on page 7)
3. Determine the #1 thing
I’d also love to know if you know
stopping you from having
anyone else who struggling to
it all
create a healthy balance between
their business and personal life
4. Identify the most
and might benefit from guidance
powerful actions that will
and support from someone who
move you toward the
has been there and can help them
balance you desire
through the journey. If so, please
5. Complete the
tell them about me and the work I
consultation with the
do. I have clients all over the
excitement of knowing
world and I know I can help.
EXACTLY what to do
It is my heart’s work to have a
next to create both the
positive impact in your life and
business AND life you
the lives of as many people as
truly want.
possible in the world.
___________________________
Michelle Richardson is an international
life and business coach and the past
presenter of the popular “Needs Based
Goals that Inspire” workshop at the 2016
ABEABC conference

People who have taken me up on
this invitation in the past have
raved about the experience and the
life-altering impact it had.
*
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EASY IDEAS for
COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIP
Host a free family fun event by
providing lunch and tables for
community agencies to set up.
There is no fee for them to
participate, but each must agree
to provide and host a game
station along with their
promotional materials.
___
Exchange business card and
brochure stacks and promote each
others’ services at front counters
and waiting rooms. It is a service
of convenience and often
connects students with agencies
of benefit to them.
___
Join in on someone else’s event.
Not only are you adding value to
their event and saving yourself a
lot of ground up organizational
time, but you are also modelling
partnership for other community
agencies.
___
Meet to see what you are doing in
common. Can you pool your
resources and cross marketing
time and do bigger events, more
service times, and a farther
community reach?

____
Refer opportunities as you come
across them.

WHY I TEACH—continued from
page 6

Despite vowing that I would never
THE SKILLS THAT BEST
teach, I chose to teach night school
after tutoring during university.
PREDICT STUDENT
____________________________
Because the students were so
We like to research for our lessons amazing, I became hooked and I
SUCCESS
in order to tap into a learner’s
am still.
Time Management
needs and interests.
I want to offer help.
Life is busy between work and
We hope to inspire others to learn,
to read, to write, to speak, to listen, I enjoy the students’ progress, even school and other family or
a tiny step.
to add, to subtract.
community commitments.
I
enjoy
discussing
with
them
and
Knowing that there is enough time
We love to see confidence grow,
sharing
their
dreams
for
the
future.
to tackle homework and attend
community created, and bonds
I am more than happy to see their class and knowing what to
develop.
prioritize and working ahead on
We feel energized by teaching and achievement.
assignments to prevent crisis
I teach in order to help people,
it helps us stay young.
situations are skills that can be
whether it be second language
I love teaching—the people, the
learned and make life so much
learning, the drama, the successes, learners or those who seek to
easier.
improve their reading or writing
and the failures.
level, to take the next step towards
To make a difference in people’s
Personal Ownership
competency and to help move
lives.
them a little further towards their
Emailing the instructor in case of
I had one student who got her BA goals.
missing class or realizing that he is
somewhere else and talked her way To transform lives.
behind on assignments because of
out of a math requirement and used
Education liberates.
a language requirement instead.
procrastination is what will make
Then she went back to college and For me, teaching integrates so
the difference between the student
was faced with a math requiremany of the aspects that make me catching up or experiencing
ment. She was really anxious.
happy: helping others, succeed,
failure.
However, in my class she did
passing on my knowledge of
really well and did all the extra
English, learning about current
Realistic Scheduling
projects. Her attitude changed to
events and social issues and getting
realizing that she could do math
others excited and interested in the
An essential part of time
and was happy to be engaged.
same.
management, realistic scheduling
Students like her really validate my
I love teaching!!
takes into account calculating how
desire to teach.
much time it actually takes to
Someone taught me. I have
I’ve had many students who have benefitted from the time that took. complete daily tasks.
seen math as a barrier to their
I want to do the same for someone
success and I am happy when I can
else.
Growth Mindset
help students understand and
appreciate the math that they need Teaching is touching another’s life
It is important that students know
for the better.
for their programs.
that they can learn skills they preIt makes a difference.
To share the beauty of math and
viously didn’t have and that they
English.
___________________________ are no different than students that
To observe and participate in the
have come before them. They can
Contributed by
process of change and growth in
ABEABC conference 2016 attendees
do this!
students and in myself.
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SUCCESSFUL OUTCOMES

SUPPORTING ADULT LEARNERS
Continued from page 4
Table 1

Unanticipated/ Non-Event
Did not get into a college
program

Impact(s)
Limited academic choices

Losses (-)/Gains (+)
Loss of future career (-)
Low self-esteem (-)

Marriage ended

Strain on family relationships
Became a single parent

Anticipated Event
Graduating from Program

Impact(s)
Career direction

Losses/Gains
Positive self-esteem (+)

Role model for children

Financial stability (+)

Loss of financial stability (-)

Table 2

Table 3

Time Frame

Goal

Today
Next Week
Next Month
In Six Months
Next Year
In Five Years

Event Chart: Now create a chart
for future events. Column one
outlines the event(s); column
two, the potential impact(s); column three, the anticipated gains.
(see table 2 for example)
Goal Setting: Outline both short
and long-term goals: today, next
week, next month, in 6 months,
next year, in five years. This exercise encourages students to
gradually move from smaller to
larger steps in planning for their
academic or life futures.

Job search
Update my resume/ cover letter
Apply for jobs/Prepare for interviews
Accept a job or volunteer position
Evaluate my job situation
Continuous Learning

(see table 3 for example)
Support Mechanisms Mind Map:
Create a graphic organizer categorizing key supports and resources in an academic or nonacademic setting (e.g. school or
work)
(refer to chart 1—on page 10)
Collage: Encourage students to
illustrate using words or images
the personal goals they hope to
accomplish. Create a collage on
poster board. This exercise in il-
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lustrating anticipated events will
help students to focus on future
gains.
As ABE instructors we can
empower students by guiding
them through the transition
process and help them open
pathways to future possibilities.
Jane Etherington is a Disability
Advisor at a post-secondary
institution in BC.

hyper-vigilant, so it may be
necessary to support an
__________________________________ emotionally restful state in the
Horsman cautions that we need to classroom, deal with learners’
feelings about their inability to
see these behaviours as
commonplace in a violent society learn and power imbalances.
and not use them to label learners. Instructors can practice careful
Some of these behaviours include: communication of “no judgement,”
resist the rescuing trap, and
All or nothing thinking
validate the phenomenal strength
influences behaviours around
of survivors, give forewarnings of
boundaries and openness, control any classroom changes, and
and no control, complete trust and include confidence builders to help
no trust. Often the switching
learners build trust in their own
between the extremes poses
knowledge and ability to judge the
difficulty with ambiguity creating safety of a situation.
disappointment over mistakes and
Telling and bearing witness –
scores, greater value placed on
heroic efforts rather than persistent In this section, Horsman explains
how “telling” is part of the process
day-to-day study habits, and a
negation of gradual improvements. of integrating the memory of
trauma. Often literacy work
Presence versus dissociation
involves hearing or reading
creates problems with focus and
learners’ stories. This isn’t at all
attention. Horsman cautions that
simple. For example, some learners
new explanations are needed that
may want their stories to be heard,
don’t medicalize or promote
others may need help setting limits
learner invisibility. Horsman
about what they can hear, which
suggests making “focus” part of
stories to tell and when. Horsman
everyday discussion in the
further points out that while
classroom – there is need to
caution is needed, too much
explore it rather than avoid it. For caution can also lead to anxiety and
example, on one level dissociation silencing.
can be honored as a survival tool.
The need for safety – Horsman
Recognize shared responsibility
cautions that in an attempt to make
and maintain a balance between
what is possible for the individual, space for learners’ stories, there is
risk of focusing too much on the
group, instructor and program.
pain. For this reason, creating room
Living with crisis inter fer es with for joy is part of the work of
focus and remembering. Some
creating a safer place for literacy
students may be wired for crisis, or learning. Other strategies for
hyper-arousal. Horsman uses the
creating safety include providing a
analogy of a thermostat to help
safety framework, as in agreeing
learners develop self-awareness
on a set of classroom rules to
around different levels of crisis or ensure respectful non-violent
arousal.
interactions.
Trust and boundaries – Building Control, connection and meaning
trust takes up a lot of learner and
– Horsman continues to draw on
instructor time – this adds time to therapeutic discourse to discuss
the learning. Students may be
TOO SCARED TO LEARN—continued
from page 9
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how control, connection and
meaning help learners set goals and
make changes in their lives.
Control issues can be addr essed
by a balance of structure in the
classroom, supported risk-taking,
making choices, flexibility around
stopping and starting (e.g., no need
to explain a crisis), being
welcomed upon return to class.
Connection issues can be
addressed by creation of
community in literacy learning.
Different approaches may be
needed for different situations, for
example when students have
shared and/or complex past
histories (as in, perhaps, a smaller
community) or when students enter
the class anonymously. Explore
commonalities and differences.
Look out for competing needs
(e.g., is everyone getting enough
attention). Build solidarity through
common tasks to create a shared
purpose.
Meaning and liter acy ar e closely
linked. If isolation and
disconnectedness is a problem, the
potential for traumatic loss of
meaning may affect literacy
learners. Learners may experience
difficulty with shared meaning,
imagining, dreaming, and trusting
their own knowledge.
Bringing the whole person to
learning – In this section,
Horsman looks at trauma though a
holistic lens. She describes
engaging the whole person through
spirit, emotion, body and mind. At
the same time, Horsman cautions
that some holistic elements may be
more or less appropriate depending
on the situation. A continuum
describes a range of participation,
from acknowledgement to active
engagement. Still, engagement of

the whole person has the potential
to move learners out of the “stuck”
place of trauma and into the
creative learning process. “Balance
between a narrow focus on literacy
learning and a broader inclusion of
the whole person is essential for
many to learn successfully.” (p.
178-9)
The literacy and therapy divide
– Horsman offers readers a useful
section that discusses literacy work
links to and separation from
counseling – after all, instructors
have limits and boundaries to what
they can do. The range of
counseling options can also be
viewed along a continuum: 1) Life
skills coaching, social skills, selfhelp. 2) Short-term, supportive,
problem solving counseling. 3)
Long-term psychotherapy. In the
college setting, literacy instructors
are fortunate to be able to connect
with counseling or, for indigenous
groups, with elders. Horsman
notes that literacy learning “is a
very tangible and forward skill
thing...” (p. 253), and for a lot of
learners, the separation between
their counseling related activities
and their literacy learning is
important. Horsman is optimistic
that instructor interest, in learning
more about how to work with
people living with trauma, will add
to a greater openness to addressing
impacts of violence within
programs and institutions.
The cost of bearing witness – In
this section, Horsman discusses
some of the tensions instructors
need to pay attention to: The need
to set boundaries, take care of
themselves (create a range of
supports), issues of confidentiality,
enforcing rules and policies,
listening versus offering practical
help, dealing with vicarious trauma

and toxic emotions and
information.
Horsman concludes Too Scared to
Learn: Women, Violence and
Education by encouraging literacy
instructors to work for change. In
doing so, Horsman summarizes
five approaches:
Question “normal”.
Avoid “medicalizing”. Impacts of
violence must not be seen as a
private medical issue separate
from education.
Create visibility. Recognize the
process of violence and make
changes that communicate what is
unacceptable.
New approaches needed. Work for
changes in curriculum and
programs.

Change society. Education is the
way to make change reverberate
throughout society.
To conclude my notes on
Horsman’s work, while this work
resonated with my adult literacy
teaching experience specifically,
I found it continues to be highly
relevant to educators in general.
Horsman's work also allowed me
to close the loop on a recent
research in practice study, in that it
supplied and validated many
recognizable best practices for
adult literacy education and
experiential teaching and learning.
Any errors or omissions in my
notes on Horsman’s work are
entirely my own.
____________________________
Lynn Horvat is a Basic Education
Instructor with a Post-Secondary
Institution in BC.
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Want to give
your
students the
experience of
publication
& the pride
of being an
award
winning
writer?
Consider a
class essay
(500 or 1000
words)
contest with
the prize
being
publication
in
Groundwork.
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